
Cu  re My Addiction - Island Guide (0.5.2)

Use this guide when you are stuck on the island or when you have 100% completion on the island and look for a special 
event to replay.

On the Yacht

Most players will likely have around 100% completion of 0.4.3 content, but 100% on the yacht is not a requirement for 
the island.

The idea with the trip and MC being in charge of the girls is adapted by Rachel when MC spanks her and gives her 
corner time for being unfair to Emily. ("The Rachel Deception") This event is one of the requirements to unlock 
"Spending time with Emily" and is done after "moving" Amy to Rachel's room. So the island should unlock around the 
same time as "Spending time with Emily", but it takes some more talking.

See Notebook entries after giving Rachel corner time :

Talk to Rachel when she is alone, e.g. 8am at the terrace.
Talk to Susan.
Talk to Linda.
Wait for announcement at dinner.
Talk to Chloe.
Talk to Emily.
Talk to Amy.
Use phone in doctor's room and order supplies.
The next morning (?) at breakfast departure is announced.

Island general info

The Island features 4 different paths (Chloe, Amy, Emily, Rachel) and several minor events (with probably more to 
come.) MC can complete only one path per week (due to exclusive requirements) but he can work on completing all 
minor events. Completing a path gives a special reward scene on the last day (Day 7) at 14:00. It is likely that 
completing a path will also have further consequences (dialogs, events) on the yacht in coming update v0.6.x.

After the week, MC can return to the yacht or stay another week on the island and do another path. If MC is back on 
the yacht, he can talk to Rachel to get back on the island for another week. It takes about 3 weeks to do all the minor 
events and 4 weeks to do all the paths and see the special scenes.

At the beginning of an island week the progress in minor events and the 4 stars on top for completed paths are not 
reset, but the stars for the weekly progress in the 4 paths on the left are, since they are used to determine, which 
reward MC gets at the last day (Chloe, Emily, Amy, Rachel or none).

Starting a new week on the island does not reset the total day-count (= number of days MC spent in the game so far). 
Spending 4 weeks there to complete all paths should increase the day-count by 4 x 6 = 24 days. (The last day of an 
island week is the first day of the next island week.) (In current version there is a small bug that depending on activities
less total days can be counted.)

Staying in the Living Room allows to skip the outside events which allows to quickly advance to a certain day of the 
island week in case that only a special event is of interest.

1. Paths

1.1 "They don't know (Chloe's path)"



"Hint" : "Favor Chloe during the week."

01 : "Agree to do her curious request." -> Day 1, Dining 21:00 -> "Curious Request"
02 : "She want to go for a special walk." -> Sunbath 14:00 -> "Walk on the Beach" (Take a walk with Chloe and 
let her pee)
03 : "Allow her to spank Emily once" -> Day 6, 12:00 -> "Permanent Marker" (Punish Emily and let Chloe slap 
her)
04 : "She must give you a footjob" -> Day 5, Beach, 10:00 or later -> "Beach Day" (Choose Chloe)
05 : "Watch spanking on the TV." -> Day 2, Living Room, 21:00 or later -> "USB Drive"

Reward : 69 with Chloe

1.2 "Hidden Desires (Amy's path)"

"Hint" : "Favor Amy during the week."

01 : "Get a blowjob from Amy" -> Day 5, Beach, 10:00 or later -> "Beach Day" (Choose Amy)
02 : "Find a way for Amy to watch Emily in an embarrassing situation." -> Day 3 Living Room 08:00 -> "Emily's 
faking" (Call Rachel and take Emily's temperature)
03 : "Give her a cunnilingus on the beach. She must win the ass contest." -> Day 3, Beach, 13:00 or later -> 
"Ass Contest" (Choose Amy and later see her at the Beach)
04 : "Give her a massage." -> Day 2 or later, Go to Sleep at 23:00 or 00:00 -> "Busy Day" (1st time, massage)
05 : "Have sex with Amy." -> Day 4 or later, Go to Sleep at 23:00 or 00:00 -> "Busy Day" (3rd time, sex)
06 : "Watch bondage on the TV." -> Day 2, Living Room, 21:00 or later -> "USB Drive"

Reward : Anal sex with Amy

1.3 "Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path)"

"Hint" : "Favor Emily during the week."

01 : "Watch anal on the TV." -> Day 2, Living Room, 21:00 or later -> "USB Drive"
02 : "Have anal on the beach in the morning." -> Day 2 or later, Go to Sleep at 22:00 -> "Key to success: 
Waking up early"
03 : "Emily must give you a blowjob." -> Day 5, Beach 10:00 or later -> "Beach Day" (Choose Emily)
04 : "Have a date with Emily." -> Day 3, Beach, 13:00 or later -> "Ass Contest" (Choose Emily and later ask her 
for a date)
05 : "Give her a pass for her bad attitude." -> Day 3 Living Room 08:00 -> "Emily's faking" (Call Rachel but do 
nothing)

Reward : Vanilla sex with Emily

1.4 "Babysitting (Rachel's path)"

"Discipline is a serious matter, don't let anything go unpunished."

01 : "Spank Emily in front of Chloe and Amy" -> Day 3 Living Room 08:00 -> "Emily's faking" (Call Rachel and 
spank Emily)
02 : "Spank Amy" -> Day 5, 09:00 -> "Catfight" (Intervene)
03 : "Discpline Chloe with an effective punishment" -> Day 5, 09:00 -> "Catfight" (Choose Cleaning Punishment,
talk to Emily and Chloe)
04 : "Find who did it. (Permanent Marker)" -> Day 6, 12:00 -> "Permanent Marker" (Punish Emily, don't let Chloe
spank her)

Reward : Spank Amy, Emily and Chloe together



2. Island Events

2.1 "Attention Whore" (e062)

-> Sunbath, e.g. 15:00 or 19:00

01 : "Sometimes when you try to relax near the sunbathing area,..." -> water-gun attack by Chloe
02 : "Give her what she want at your own risk." -> punish Chloe after a water-gun attack

2.2 "Curious Request" (e059)

"Hint" : "In the evening, outside, Chloe can come to you with a curious request."

-> Day 1+2, Dining, 21:00 or later,

01 : "Listen to her plan."
02 : "Spank her in front of Amy." -> They don't know (Chloe's path) star 1
03 : "Spank her in front of Amy and Emily" -> Repeat the event at another day

2.3 Walk on the Beach"

-> Sunbath, 14:00, repeatable event

01 : "No walk today, something else." -> Get a blowjob from Chloe
02 : "She want a walk." -> Take a walk with Chloe
03 : "I should let her do what she wants, who am I to judge?" -> Take a walk with Chloe and let her pee

-> They don't know (Chloe's path) star 1

2.4 "USB Drive" (e056)

"Unlock" : "Available after the 1st day on the island."

-> Day 2, Living Room, 21:00 or later, only one event per week

01 : "Chloe found an USB drive."
02 : "Chloe found an USB drive."
03 : "Watch spanking" -> They don't know (Chloe's path) star 5
04 : "Watch Anal" -> Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path) star 1
05 : "Watch bondage" -> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 6

2.5 "Key to success: Waking up early" (e063)

"Unlock" : "Available after the 1st day on the island."

-> Day 2 or later, go to Sleep at 22:00 and follow the turtle ... (repeatable event)

01 : "You need to sleep early to wake up in time."
02 : "Does this turtle lead somwhere? Not so sure..."
03 : "Maybe..." -> Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path) star 2
04 : "Ending #1" -> Cum inside
05 : "Ending #2" -> Cum on her face
06 : "Ending #3" -> Cum on her tits
07 : "Ending #4" -> Cum in her mouth

2.6 "Busy day"

"Unlock" : "Available after the 1st day on the island."

-> Day 2 or later, Go to Sleep at 23:00 or 00:00, (3 times)

01 : "Some night but not too late, Amy is calling you before you go to bed." -> (1st time)
02 : "Give her a massage." -> 1st time, massage -> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 4
03 : "Do more than a massage." -> 3rd time, sex -> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 5

2.7 "Emily's faking" (e054)

"Unlock" : "Available after the 3rd day on the island."

-> Day 3 Living Room 08:00, only one event per week

01 : "In the morning, Emily might be complaining about something."
02 : "Have Rachel on the phone"
03 : "Take her temperature" -> Call Rachel and take temperature -> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 2
04 : "Spank her" -> Call Rachel and spank Emily -> Babysitting (Rachel's path) star 1

2.8 "Ass Contest" (e055)

"Unlock" : "Available after the 2nd day on the island and completing the USB event."

-> Day 3, Beach, 13:00 or later, only one event per week



01 : "You found Emily and Amy on the beach."
02 : "Chloe stepping in."
03 : "Chloe win" -> Choose Chloe
04 : "Have a date with Emily" -> Choose Emily and ask her for a date -> Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path) star 4
05 : "Find Amy and give her her reward after she won." -> Choose Amy and find her later at the beach to give 
her a reward -> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 3

2.9 "Catfight" (e060)

"Unlock" : "Available after the 4th day on the island."

-> Day 5, 09:00, automatic when MC is not in Living Room

01 : "Check out the pier during some days."
02 : "Spank Amy" -> Intervene -> Babysitting (Rachel's path) star 2
03 : "Punish Chloe" -> Choose Cleaning Punishment, talk to Emily and Chloe -> Babysitting (Rachel's path) star
3
04 : "Allow Amy to take her revenge" -> Let Amy spank Chloe

2.10 "Beach Day" (e057)

"Hint" : "Don't miss it! It can happen only once during the week."

"Unlock" : "Available after the 4th day on the island."

-> Day 5, Beach 10:00 or later, only one event per week

01 : "Join them on the beach on the correct day."
02 : "Pick Chloe" -> They don't know (Chloe's path) star 4
03 : "Pick Emily" -> Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path) star 3
04 : "Pick Amy" -> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 1

2.11 "Game & Alcohol" (e058)

"Hint" : "Ask all girls if they want to do something tonight."
"Unlock" : "Available after the 4th day on the island."

-> Day 5 and 6, Living Room, 21:00

01 : "Pussy Ending." -> choose Pussy + Pussy
02 : "Anal Ending" -> choose Ass + Ass
03 : "Alternate Ending" -> choose other combinations

2.12 "Permanent Marker" (e061)

"Unlock" : "Available after the 5th day on the island."

-> Day 6, 12:00, automatic when MC is not in Living Room

01 : "You heard Amy yelling at the beach."
02 : "Find out what happened" -> Search all rooms and talk to all girls
03 : "Punish the trouble maker" -> Punish Emily
04 : "Allow her to give one slap." -> Allow Chloe to spank Emily -> They don't know (Chloe's path) star 3
05 : "Make her take an embarrassing position." -> Punish Emily

3. Days

3.0 Default-Day

(most small talk is one-time-only)

(no events for 6am or 7am)

08:00
Living Room : Amy (small talk)
Sunbath : Emily (small talk)
Pier : Chloe (small talk)

09:00
Living Room : Amy + Emily + Chloe

10:00
Living Room : Emily (small talk)
Beach : Chloe + turtle (small talk)
Pier : Amy (small talk)

11:00
Beach : Emily + Chloe (small talk)

13:00
Living Room : Emily (small talk)



Beach : Amy

14:00
Beach : Amy
Sunbath : Chloe (-> "Walk on the Beach")

15:00
Beach : Amy + Emily (small talk)
Sunbath : Chloe with water gun (depend on 14:00?) (-> "Attention Whore")

16:00
Beach : Rest to meet the old turtle
Sunbath : Amy (small talk)
Pier : Chloe (small talk)

17:00
Dining : Emily (small talk)
Sunbath : Amy + Chloe (small talk)

18:00
Sunbath : Amy + Emily + Chloe (small talk)

19:00
Tiki Bar : Emily (small talk)
Sunbath : Chloe with water gun (depend on 14:00?) (-> "Attention Whore")

20:00
Living Room : Amy

21:00
Living Room : Amy + Emily + Chloe (small talk)

22:00
Living Room : Amy + Emily + Chloe
Go to Sleep at 22:00 to be woken up by the turtle (-> "Key to success: Waking up early")

23:00
Living Room : Emily + Chloe
Pier : Amy (small talk)
Go to Sleep at 23:00 or 00:00 to be woken up by Amy (-> "Busy Day")

00:00
Living Room : Chloe (small talk)
Pier : Amy

01:00
Living Room : Emily (only in the first night (6 days left) and the fourth night (3 days left))
(small talk only when MC finds her twice)

3.1 Day 1 = D-Day – 6

see Default Day for additional infos.

15:00
Sunbath : Chloe with water gun -> Attention Whore star 1

21:00
Dining -> "Curious Request"
Relevant decision for Chloe's path!
... Listening : starts the event which takes 2 hours
-> Curious Request stars 1+2
-> They don't know (Chloe's path) star 1
...Deny the plan
-> Curious Request star 1

3.2 Day 2 = D-Day – 5

14:00
Sunbath -> "Walk on the Beach"
(repeatable event)
- Punishment (1 hour)
- Blowjob -> Walk on the Beach star 1 (1 hour)
- Take a walk with pet and let her pee -> Walk on the Beach stars 2+3 (2 hours) -> They don't know (Chloe's 
path) star 1

21:00
Note :



There are 2 possible events (USB, Chloe's Request) for the evening which each take 2 hours and can start at 
21, 22, 23. If MC does one event at 21:00, the other event can be done at 23:00.
(Chloe's Request is also possible at 00:00)
Doing the events may prevent from going to bed early, so MC may miss the daily events with the turtle (go to 
bed at 22:00) or Amy (go to bed at 23:00 or 00:00).

Living Room -> "USB Drive"
automatically starts event -> USB Drive stars 1-2
This event can only be done once a week.
Relevant decision for Amy's, Chloe's and Emily's path!
Watch Spanking Porn (2 hours)
-> USB Drive star 3
-> They don't know (Chloe's path) star 5
Watch Anal Porn (2 hours)
-> USB Drive star 4
-> Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path) star 1
Watch Bondage Porn (2 hours)
-> USB Drive star 5
-> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 6
Don't watch porn (1 hour)
(-> Babysitting (Rachel's path) ? no star)

Dining -> Chloe's "Curious Request" (Part 2)
Open ... : starts the event which takes 2 hours
Emily watches Chloe's spanking -> Curious Request star 3 (completed)

22:00
Go to Sleep at 22:00 to be woken up by the turtle -> "Key to success: Waking up early" (repeatable event)
(On day 2 only possible if doing Rachel's path or no path.)

23:00, 00:00
Go to Sleep at 23:00 or 00:00 to be woken up by Amy -> "Busy Day" (repeatable event)
Event #1 -> give Amy a massage (2 hours)
-> Busy Day stars 1-2
-> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 4

3.3 Day 3 = D-Day – 4

Early morning (06:00)
-> "Key to success: Waking up early" (repeatable event)
When gone to bed at 22:00, MC can follow the turtle and meet Emily at the beach (repeatable) (2 hours)
-> Key to success: Waking up early stars 1-3
-> Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path) star 2
Cum ...
... inside -> Key to success: Waking up early star 4
... on her face -> Key to success: Waking up early star 5
... on her tits -> Key to success: Waking up early star 6
... in her mouth -> Key to success: Waking up early star 7

08:00
automatic event -> "Emily's faking" (1 hour)
Relevant decision for Emily's, Amy's and Rachel's path!
-> Emily's Faking star 1
Call Rachel
-> Emily's Faking star 2
... and spank her
-> Emily's Faking star 4
-> Babysitting (Rachel's path) star 1
... and take temperature
-> Emily's Faking star 3
-> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 2
Call Rachel but do noting
-> Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path) star 5

13:00
Beach -> "Ass Contest" (3 hours), starts at 13,14,15,16
Relevant decision for Emily's and Amy's path!
-> Ass Contest stars 1+2
...Choose Chloe
-> Ass Contest star 3
...Choose Emily (and talk to her after the event to have a date)
-> Ass Contest star 4



-> Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path) star 4
...Choose Amy (and after the event find her at the beach to give her a reward)
-> Ass Contest star 5
-> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 3

19:00
Sunbath : Chloe with water gun (random) -> Spank her -> Attention Whore star 2 (completed)

23:00, 00:00
Go to Sleep at 23:00 or 00:00 to be woken up by Amy (repeatable, #2) -> give a massage #2 (2 hours)

3.4 Day 4 = D-Day – 3

nothing special, use this day to work on repeatable events

14:00
Sunbath -> Chloe -> "Walk on the Beach" (repeatable event) (see Day 2)

22:00
Going to bed early for turtle event (Emily path) -> "Key to success: Waking up early" (see Day 3)

23:00, 00:00
Go to Sleep at 23:00 or 00:00 (Amy path) -> "Busy Day"
Be woken up by Amy (repeatable, #3) -> I have a better idea (sex with Amy) (2 hours)
-> Busy Day stars 3
-> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 5

3.5 Day 5 = D-Day – 2

08:00
Invite the girls to -> "Game & Alcohol"
Living Room : Amy (Do something tonight)
Sunbath : Emily (Do something tonight)
Pier : Chloe (Do something tonight)

09:00
-> "Catfight" (1-2 hours)
(unless MC is in Living Room, the event at the pier automatically starts)
Pier : automatic event Amy + Chloe -> Catfight star 1
Intervene and spank Amy
-> Catfight star 2
-> Babysitting (Rachel's path) star 2
... Give Chloe a spanking -> not possible
... A Cleaning Punishment (talk to Emily and then Chloe, can talk to Chloe when not alone)
-> Catfight star 3
-> Babysitting (Rachel's path) star 3
... Amy will spank Chloe
-> Catfight star 4

10:00, 11:00, ...
-> "Beach Day" (6 hours)
(unless MC is in Living Room or Dining, the event automatically starts)
automatic event at the beach : Amy + Emily + Chloe -> Beach Day star 1
... Pick Emily
-> Beach Day star 3
-> Vanilla, please. (Emily's Path) star 3
... Pick Chloe
-> Beach Day star 2
-> They don't know (Chloe's path) star 4
... Pick Amy
-> Beach Day star 4
-> Hidden Desires (Amy's path) star 1

21:00
Living Room -> "Game & Alcohol"
MC cannot take advantage of Chloe, so he puts her to bed.
... choose Pussy + Pussy -> Game & Alcohol star 1 : "Pussy Ending."
... choose Ass + Ass -> Game & Alcohol star 2 : "Anal Ending"
... choose else -> Game & Alcohol star 3 : "Alternate Ending"

3.6 Day 6 = D-Day – 1

2nd day for -> "Game & Alcohol" (see Day 5)

12:00



-> "Permanent Marker" (up to 4 hours)
(unless MC is in Living Room, the event automatically starts)
-> Permanent Marker star 1
Search all the rooms
Question all the girls
-> Permanent Marker star 2
Make a decision -> Punish Emily -> Permanent Marker star 3 + 5
... Let Chloe spank Emily once
-> Permanent Marker star 4
-> They don't know (Chloe's path) star 3
... Spank Emily, send Chloe away
-> Babysitting (Rachel's path) star 4

3.7 Day 7 = D-Day – 0

14:00

Special reward event if a path is completed, cannot be missed -> star

16:00

End of island event


